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Packt Publishing Limited. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 484 pages. Dimensions:
9.2in. x 7.5in. x 1.1in.Explore Microsoft Forefront Unified Access Gateways wide range of features
and abilities to publish applications to remote users or partners, and provide remote-access to your
network with world-class security. Maximize your business results by fully understanding how to
plan your UAG integration Consistently be ahead of the game by taking control of your server with
backup and advanced monitoring An essential tutorial for new users and a great resource for
veterans Uncover the advantages and ease of use of Direct Access, the latest VPN technology from
Microsoft Packed with detailed explanations of concepts, terms and technologies, with hand-in-
hand guidance through the tough parts Includes the most updated information, up to and
including Service Pack 1 for UAG 2010 In Detail Microsoft Forefront Unified Access Gateway (UAG) is
the latest in a line of Application Publishing (Reverse Proxy) and Remote Access (VPN) Server
products. The broad set of features and technologies integrated into UAG makes for a steep
learning curve. Understanding all the features and abilities of UAG is a complex task that can be
daunting even to experienced networking and security engineers. This book is...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is the greatest job by any author. It really is simplistic but shocks inside the fi y percent in the book. I am just pleased to inform you
that here is the greatest book i actually have go through within my own existence and could be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Elva Kemmer-- Elva Kemmer

Extensive guide! Its this kind of excellent read through. it absolutely was writtern very perfectly and helpful. Your way of life period is going to be change
when you complete reading this ebook.
-- Murphy Dooley-- Murphy Dooley
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